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A Novel Transceiver Model for Polar Transform
Optical (PTO-) OFDM for Visible Light
Communication (VLC) Based on Peak to Average
Power Ratio Reduction using Precoding
Oumar Sacko, Stephen Musyoki, Vitalice K. Oduol
Abstract: Indoor visible light communication (VLC) has the
potential of providing high data rates for short-range wireless
communication with a relative spatial elevated security in contrast
to a radiofrequency wireless one. To support that high data
stream, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is
used; however, due to the limited operational bandwidth of the
commercial white light-emitting diode (LED), signal processing
techniques are used to increase the efficiency of the OFDM and to
adapt OFDM to VLC systems. As a major concern, the intensity
modulation direct detection necessary for VLC requires positive
real signal, this is dealt with by imposing Hermitian
pre-possessing or Cartesian to polar conversion post-processing to
the OFDM. The use of the Cartesian to polar converter allows the
transmission of complex OFDM symbols through the intensity
modulation channel. A polar transform optical (PTO-) OFDM
presented here as an improvement and simplification of previous
polar optical OFDM schemes gives an efficient transceiver
architecture. Nevertheless, both OFDM transmission techniques
for Visible optical links, similar to radiofrequency (RF), suffer
greatly from irregular excessive Peak-to-Average power ratio
(PAPR). Higher PAPR reduces the power efficiency of the On-Off
Keying (OOK) based on pulse amplitude modulation (PAM).
Furthermore, it also is recommendable to reduce the PAPR for
conformity with eye safety. A precoding technique is proposed to
reduce the PAPR of intensity-modulated for direct detectability of
the OFDM signal destined for the wireless optical link using
Cartesian-to-Polar conversion. Based on the enhanced processing
at the front ends and using MATLAB simulation, it is proven that
the presented model can improve the link parameters including
the bit error rate (BER) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) and
bandwidth efficient compared to Hermitian modified ones.
Keywords: Intensity modulation Direct detection, PAPR
precoding, Polar Transform Optical OFDM, Pulse Coded
Modulation, Visible light communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing demand for high rate reliable
exchange of information in an overwhelmingly congested RF
spectrum has led to the exploration and exploitation of higher
spectrum in visible light.
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As a new paradigm of wireless communication enjoying
enormous unlicensed frequency band, VLC uses LED and
photodetector (PD) to establish reliable data transmission
while its illumination functions are maintained [1]. LED as
transmission front end has many attractive attributes
including low power consumption, cost-effectiveness, free
from electromagnetic interference and intrinsic spatial
security [2], [3]. Despite those many attractive benefits, the
usage of LEDs poses challenges in the design of the
transceiver of VLC system. The modulation bandwidth of the
off-the-shelf LEDs is mildly narrow, as a result, the bit error
rate (BER) of the link deteriorates due to inter-symbol
interference (ISI) if a high-frequency signal is used at an
elevated transmission rate. OFDM is well known to be
effective against narrowness and ISI in frequency bandwidth
by flattening the channel into multiple parallel lower speed
streams [4]. Nonetheless, the constrained nature of the VLC
channel requires transceiver to use simplified transmission
and reception. Intensity modulation and direct detection
permit an inexpensive exchange of information-bearing
signals between LED and photodetector.
Complex modulation signals including multiple quadrature
amplitude modulation (M-QAM) and quadrature phase-shift
keying (QPSK) combined with OFDM for link efficiency go
through adaptive adjustment before applying IM, which
reduces its established performance. Many studies have
presented different methods of modification to meet the real
and positive unipolar signal not only at the cost of frequency
efficiency but also signal power. The separate transmission of
magnitude and phase of OFDM signal known as polar OFDM
[5] shows many potentials since it eliminates the need for a
Hermitian symmetry operation, and, the link performance
can be improved by using coded pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM) transmission of the phase [5], [6]. The polar and
magnitude-phase OFDM models require no Hermitian
transform operation before the IFFT process. By coding the
phase using PAM before analog-digital converter (ADC), an
attempt was made to remedy the link deterioration due to the
angle noise, while using clipping to control the PAPR [3].
Arguably, a significant disadvantage of the use of OFDM
arises from the high PAPR, a large swinging range for signal
amplitude particularly as the high-frequency carriers and
baseband constellation increase in size [7], [8].
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Fig. 1. OFDM adaptations in a VLC modular comparison
High PAPR causes nonlinear distortion in power amplifiers
in RF systems, in the same way, it results in similar effects in
optical transmission. The limited dynamic range (DR) of
LED restricts the maximum tolerable signal amplitude
beyond which the diode will be forced to operates in its
non-linear region causing growth in both output back-off
(OBO) or input back-off (IBO)[9]. The growth of the
back-off ratio gives rise to power spillage and inband spectral
distortion noise consequently a penalty in transmit power
wastage is bound to happen [10]. The combination of
nonlinear distortion noise and elevated PAPR deteriorate
considerably the BER of OFDM system in VLC. Different
techniques based on clipping and pulse shaping have been
presented in the literature to remedy the issues related to
PAPR. Clipping which simply forces the LED to remain in its
linear region by keeping the transmit amplitude below a
predefined level costs in the reduced power efficiency of the
system [8] [10].
Precoding and scrambling techniques have also been
presented exploiting diverse properties of the signals and
processing techniques to keep the signal power controlled by
the means of increasing the average power, subcarrier count,
spreading the signal constellation or adding side information.
The benefits of a PAPR reduction technique adapted from RF
system include a pronounced improvement in optical link
reliability in the case of Hermitian symmetry-based OFDM
such as DCO-, ACO-OFDM, and their variants. Moreover,
for Cartesian-to-Polar conversion (CPC) OFDMs and
magnitude phase (MP)-OFDM, the reduction performance is
identical for RF and VLC system. Since the signal would pass
through similar processing until the entry of CPC function as
in Fig. 1. Likewise, the same parameters tuning is applicable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next,
section II deals with a brief literature review of different
PAPR reduction techniques, then the precoded Polar based
OFDM principle is discussed in section III. The simulation
results and conclusion are presented respectively in section
IV and V.

compressing method such as μ-law [11], such process would
cause a considerable magnification in symbols with small
amplitude and scale down of high magnitude symbol
resulting in an amplification of the overall average power.
For a given peak power, an increase in the average OFDM
frame power conduces to lowering the PAPR. However, a
raised average power requires an augmentation in the
transmission power of the system. To address such issues
another nonlinear companding technique based on
exponential transform was presented in [4]. It tries to keep the
average power constant while reducing the PAPR. Compared
to former μ-law, the reported PAPR and BER are improved.
Similar to the results in [11], the growth of the outbound
power level remains stable for simpler mapping method i.e.
BPSK and QPSK; even though for advanced baseband
M-QAM constellation (𝑀 ≥ 32) further analysis is
indispensable. Triangular companding in [11], as an
improvement of trapezium distribution based companding
[12], reduces both the complexity of the latter companding
operation as well as maintains a fair level of

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The main techniques reported in the literature which are
utilized to control the disproportionate outgrowth of the
PAPR fall broadly under companding, clipping, scrambling,
pulse shaping or precoding. Bearing with them different
advantages and drawbacks in relation to the communication
system complexity as well as resource consumption.
A. Companding
First all, nonlinear companding is based on the treatment
of OFDM signal like speech signals, thereby applying
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Fig. 2. PTO-OFDM
Polar transform-based M-PAM OFDM transceiver
architecture showing the processing stage and submodules
system performance as the diverse parameters controlling the
distribution profile are tuned.
B. Clipping and Pulse Shaping
As PAPR reduction technique clipping has been explored
in [6], [12]–[14]. It is easy to apply since it performs solely
thresholding to the outliner amplitude levels leaving others
unaffected [9]. It reported in [12] that the PAPR reduction
incurred by clipping is offset by the spectral regrowth and the
ICI it induces, quantifiable in terms of IBO/OBO. Iterative
filtering and clipping can partly curb the spectral regrowth by
containing the spectrum of the signal. However, it
necessitates replicating the IDFT operation for each iteration
[13]. Such a solution raised the complexity and cost of
transceivers. Because the reduction performance is directly
related to the number of iterations i.e. number of IDFT and
filtering submodule and operation thus it becomes
computationally expensive to achieve the desired outcome.
Pulse shaping can also be used in the time domain to limit the
PAPR of the OFDM signal. It removes the need for extra
filtering with repetitive IFFT operates; besides, there is no
need for the transmission of side information [8]. By
introducing a bit of correlation between the OFDM symbol in
a frame, the PAPR shrinks. However, a modification in
OFDM signal shape requires the use of a special detector at
received since orthogonality does not hold anymore between
symbols for ease of detection. In [15], a time-domain infinite
impulse response (IIR) prototype filter is applied while
maintaining the orthogonality; however, compromise is
necessary to design an optimal truncated bin count. The
PAPR lowering performance is directly related to the ratio of
the truncated IIR size and OFDM carrier count. Therefore, as
the subcarrier increases, a longer bin size must be employed.
C. Scrambling
Selected mapping introduced in [16] is another mechanism
for PAPR minimization which belongs to a class of technique
classified in [9] as scrambling. Fundamentally, the lowest
PAPR statistics time-domain frame is chosen from multiple
copies of possible OFDM modulated signals. The decoding
of that transmitted frame is carried out with the help of side
information (SI). The sensitivity of the system with SI
detection probability error determines the reliability of the
link, in addition to the bandwidth that it occupies while
carrying no usable information data. The reliance on SI has
been eliminated in [16]; still, the reduction of the PAPR relies
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on an elevated disproportion between subcarriers size and
baseband constellation nature. Consequently, it is only suited
for PSK or M-QAM with 𝑀 ≤ 16 as the presumption of the
individual OFDM symbol power being interchangeable with
an average energy of the frame does not hold for QAM
constellation of size 𝑀 ≥ 32. The tone reservation technique
repartitions the sub-carriers into two sets where one carries
the data signal. The non-carrying frequencies are used as
peak reduction tone (PRT) carriers. It offers similar results
for both OFDMA and direct sequence code division multiple
access (DS-CDMA) [17]. A modification is presented in
[18], where the insertion of dummy random Gaussian
(IDRG) carriers replaces PRT, based on the scheme of partial
transmit sequence (PTS). Nonetheless, it reduces the amount
iteration to half of the normal PTS while keeping PAPR low
at the proportion of inserted carrier size. Hence, it consumes
transmission power and bandwidth. On the other hand, Tone
Injection (TI) does not reserve any carrier for other than data
transmission, TI supports an expanded QAM constellation at
the cost of more transmission power in addition to the
tremendous computational load at transceivers.
D. Precoding
Precoding is also a promising PAPR controlling strategy
that applies a predefined small PAPR sequence (code) to the
baseband PSK or QAM modulated signal in advance of
OFDM operation. Hence, it optimizes the constellation
statistics leading to a lower time-domain OFDM swing [19],
[20]. Zadoff Chu sequence known for its efficiency against
PAPR has been adopted as part of the 3G/4G standard [21].
In [1], an extended Zadoff-Chu sequence used to form a
Zadoff-Chu matrix (ZCM) was utilized to preprocess the
VLC link for the case of DC biased OFDM. It also supports a
stable SNR over a range of different biasing values critical
for the power inefficiency of DC-OFDM. The computational
complexity is related to the complex-valued Zadoff Chu
sequence length which is the square of the subcarrier number.
Similarly, the precoding used in [19] exerts on RF link. The
precoding matrices keep the orthogonality among OFDM
subcarriers, as a result, the error performance is conserved.
This paper adapts the latter approach to optical wireless links
with a novel transceiver design enabled by the resultant
reduced PAPR.
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E. Factors Influenced by OFDM’s PAPR
A limiting factor to any OFDM systems, including RF
wireless or optical wireless, the significance of PAPR comes
into effect at the point of amplification and conversion into an
analog signal the time domain digital i.e. DFT signal. The
DAC and ADC operations take place at the front ends nearby
propagation modules. While the power amplifier (PA) is used
in combination with other submodules in RF systems, the
VLC mainly depends on a simpler interface joining PA with
LED as the signal propagator. The signal to quantization
noise ratio (SQNR) of the DAC decreases leading to
declining the power efficiency of the LED and photodetector
(PD) in VLC systems. The linear operation of the LED has to
maintained despite its limited dynamic range to reduce
backoffs and out-of-band radiation [9], giving rise to an
interest of exploring strategies to counter the random
overshoots in the time domain transmit signal.
III. POLAR TRANSFORM BASED OFDM
TRANSMISSION PRINCIPLE FOR VLC
Diverse modulation schemes must be combined on
different layers of the transceiver to achieve strong link
capacity. To overcome different link shortcoming including
power and bandwidth efficiency, QAM, OFDM, and PAM
modulation techniques come together to set up a reliable
channel. Since VLC, transmits only the real and positive
signal, it is not straight forward to send any complex
modulation scheme signal that includes QAM and OFDM;
unless it goes through adaptation processes. Hermitian based
OFDM seeks to suppress either the imaginary or real
components of the complex modulated signal. The resulting
signal takes both positive and negative scalar values that
make it necessary either the use of a DC biased (DC-OFDM)
as an offset that the final signal to be transmitted is forced to
be above. Another way would be to asymmetrically clipping
off the negative values (ACO-OFDM) and transmitting the
remaining positive values without the need for a DC biasing.
The former suffers from power inefficiency on account of the
non-carrying DC, while the latter endures bandwidth
inefficiency due to clipping half of the carriers.
On the other hand, the polar transform-based (PT-) OFDM
is identical to RF OFDM except after (before) IFFT (FFT)
operation on the transmitter (receiver). The IFFT process is
followed by a Cartesian to polar converter so that the
complex signals become transmissible as phase and norm
over the scalar channel. The polar representation of OFDM
frame over PAM modulation becomes more resistant to the
ICI [6]. However, for power constraint and ADC resolution
limitations, PAPR reduction is applied to improve the power
efficiency of the link.
A. PAPR Reduction Using Precoding
For a given baseband signal such as M-PSK or M-QAM
signal 𝑿 = [𝑋𝑜 , 𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑁−1 , the precoded version 𝑌𝑞 , 𝑞 ∈
{0,1,2, … , 𝑄 − 1} is obtained as follows,
𝒀 = 𝑽𝑿

𝑄(≥ 𝑁) represents the number carrier utilized in IFFT and
𝑁 actual number of M-QAM in the OFDM frame. Therefore,
the price of that technique is in the form of the amount of 𝑁𝑣
sub-carriers. The resultant signal is modulated with IDFT
matrix ℱ𝑚ℋ , 𝑚 = 0, … , 𝑄 − 1 ,
𝑦𝑚

= ℱ𝑚ℋ 𝐘
= ℱ𝑚ℋ 𝐕𝐗
=

=

𝑄−1

1

𝑄 𝑞=0

𝑌𝑞 exp ȷ

2𝜋
𝑚𝑞
𝑄

𝑄−1 𝑁−1

1

𝑄 𝑞=0 𝑛=0

𝑣𝑞𝑛 𝑋𝑛 exp ȷ

𝑦[𝑚] = 𝑟𝑚 exp ȷ𝜃𝑚

𝑟𝑚 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠 𝑦[𝑚]
𝜃𝑚 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑦[𝑚]

(3)

The pre-processor matrix 𝑽 is designed such that the raw
size 𝑄 of the precoder, and by extension, the number of
subcarriers frequencies is chosen to satisfy the lessening
sought after for the maximum desired peak power of the
amplifier. The parameter 𝑁𝑝 > 0 induces a scaling down
effect on the time domain IFFT power by flattening and
spreading the signal energy. Successively, the magnitudes
and the phases are transmitted in different frames for an equal
amount of time slot. Consequently, they experience the
additive noise of the channel, in addition to the quantization
noise from the transmitter PAM process.
The entries of the precoding matrix are chosen as in [19],
𝑞𝑛

i.e. 𝑣𝑞,𝑛 = 𝑣𝑞,0 𝑒 −ȷ2𝜋 𝑁 . The first column 𝑣𝑞,0 of the
precoder is given by (4).
−1

𝑣𝑞,0 =

𝑞

𝑁
−1 𝑞
𝑁
−1 𝑞
𝑁

sin

𝜋𝑞
,
2𝑁𝑝

0 ≤ 𝑞 < 𝑁𝑝

,
cos

𝑁𝑝 < 𝑞 ≤ 𝑁
𝜋 𝑞−𝑁
2𝑁𝑝

(4)

,𝑁 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 𝑄 − 1

B. Statistics of the OFDM signal
According to the central limit theorem [22], 𝑦[𝑚] adopts a
Gaussian random distribution with zero mean and variance
𝜎𝑦2 . It is related to the derived QAM constellation energy 𝜎𝑥2
as follows.

𝑄×𝑁

Where 𝑽 = 𝒗𝟎 , 𝒗𝟏 , … , 𝑽𝑸−𝟏 ∈ ℂ
is the precoding
matrix. Its raw size 𝑄 = 𝑁 + 𝑁𝑝 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑁𝑝 = ɲ × 𝑁, as in
[19], in contrast to that of [1], it is a non-square matrix where
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2𝜋
𝑚𝑞
𝑄

A modified version of MP-OFDM is considered, instead of
just transmitting M-PAM coded of the phase, both norm and
phase components of the polar transformed OFDM signal are
processed in an identical manner before transmission in
successive frames. They both go through quantization before
M-PAM modulation since the dynamic range of the
magnitude component is significantly by precoding.

(1)
𝑻

(2)
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𝜎𝑦2

2

=𝔼 𝑦𝑚
= 𝔼 ℱ𝑚ℋ
=𝔼 𝑋 𝑛
= 𝜎𝑥2

2

are treated identically, they experience a similar degradation
throughout the link. However, the distribution of the phase is
slightly altered by precoding; and, a reduction in PAPR of
1𝑑𝐵 at 10−3 probability can be achieved using a ratio of
10% of the total OFDM carrier.

− 𝜇𝑦2

𝑣𝑞

2

𝑋𝑛

2

2

(5)

Fig. 4. Amplitude CCDF profile

Fig. 3. Phase CCDF profile
Effect of precoding on the phase CCDF distribution, an
observable reduction on CCDF between precoded and
original signal phase, the reduction improves with the
increase in precoding subcarrier ratio ɲ.
The Precoding brings negligible alteration to the initial
expectation of the OFDM system. Its effect comes about in
flattening the maximum value that the time domain OFDM
signal reaches in amplitude and phase also, where its use
against that ratio. As they pass through the polar conversion
process, the magnitude and phase portions of the signal are
characterized by their statistical distribution. its magnitude
𝑟𝑚 follows a Rayleigh distribution such that 𝐸 𝑟𝑚 =
𝜎𝑦

𝜋
2

,

𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑚 = 𝜎𝑦2

4−𝜋
2

. The inherent characteristic of

the phase variation can be modeled without loss of generality
in the range [0, 2𝜋), and as uniform distribution with mean
𝐸 𝜃𝑚 = 𝜋 [5].
C. PAPR Reduction
The PAPR impairs the efficiency of the OFDM
modulation scheme in linear systems. As the signal passes
through the power amplifier and DAC, the high PAPR ends
up forcing those submodules of the communication system to
exit their designated ranges of operation. A reduced PAPR is
required in VLC not only for a better signal to noise plus
interference ratio (SINR) but also for the constraints placed
on the luminosity of LEDs conforming with regulation such
as minimum required office or room illumination. In the case
of PAM link, the magnitude of the signal, as well as the phase
is of concern. The PAPR in decibel (dB) for an OFDM
magnitude frame is given as,

PAPR𝑦[𝑚 ] =

max │𝑦 𝑚 │2
𝔼 𝑦𝑚 2

(6)

While the impact on the phase of input power affecting the
DAC is not a concern in RF and other non-polar VLC OFDM
i.e. a linear PA has no effect on the angle components of
those schemes. However, because the magnitude and phase
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Performance of PAPR reduction techniques for lower ɲ
factor and fixed QAM and OFDM subcarriers.
A noticeable improvement can be seen in the phase
distribution profile as ɲ values increase. From Fig. 3 with
ɲ = 5 a reduction of 0.6𝑑𝐵 at a CCDF of 103 with
64-OFDM. The performance of PAPR reduction techniques
are typically presented using the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CDF), expressing the probability of
PAPR above a desired threshold PAPR0 [dB]. Ideally, 0dB
level crossing would be the desired threshold, nevertheless, a
higher value is chosen for practical purposes. The maximum
reachable power can be found by using oversampling. It is
sufficient to oversample at 4-fold to reach the maximum
possible power.
CCDF𝑦 [𝑚 ] = Prob(PAPR𝑦[𝑚 ] >PAPR0 )

(7)

A satisfactory reduction on the amplitude PAPR can be
attained with a value of ɲ as low as 1 percent of the primary
𝑁 subcarriers as in Fig. 4. With that ratio, as high as 2𝑑𝐵
reduction from the original modulated signal can be obtained
with a probability of 10−3 .
D. Recovery of Transmit Signal
To simplify the notation the subscript 𝜃, 𝑟 are omitted
when it does not lead to ambiguity. A perfect synchronization
with a channel attenuation of unity is assumed. The recovered
polar form signal from the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ M-PAM symbol is written as
𝑟 𝑘 = 𝑟𝑚 + 𝑧𝑟 [𝑘]
𝜃 𝑘 = 𝜃𝑚 + 𝑧𝜃 [𝑘]

(8)

The noise 𝑧𝜃 𝑘 and 𝑧𝑟 𝑘 are statistically identical, they
are both constituted of quantization noise 𝑧𝑞𝑢 𝑘 and additive
white Gaussian noise 𝑧𝑔𝑎 𝑘 , owing to the similarity in their
sources. the ambient and background light, the electronic
impairments constitute the main noise sources. They are
expressed below as,
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(𝑟)

(𝑟)

(𝜃)

(𝜃)

𝑧𝑟 [𝑘] = 𝑧𝑔𝑎 [𝑘] + 𝑧𝑞𝑢 [𝑘]

(9)

𝑧𝜃 [𝑘] = 𝑧𝑔𝑎 [𝑘] + 𝑧𝑞𝑢 [𝑘]

(12)

Fig. 6. PAPR reduction performance (2)
with varying OFDM carrier size for both coding
techniques and uncoded OFDM signal are compared.
𝑄−1

𝛺𝑝 =

Fig. 5. PAPR reduction performance (1)
with a varying QAM constellation and fixed NFFT for both
coding techniques and uncoded OFDM signal are contrasted.
The quantization noise 𝑧𝑞𝑢 is uniformly distributed, while
the additive white noise of variance 𝜎𝑔𝑎 is normally
distributed for angle and magnitude indicated by superscripts
(𝑟), (𝜃). Precoding allows the use of a simplified transceiver
where the same submodules perform phase and amplitude
transmit and receipt processing, in contrast to the model of
[12]. Since the quantization range differ, the resolution
𝜆 = Δ/2𝐿 varies, allowing room for power allocation
depending on the angle of amplitude. On the other hand, the
additive ones are related to the channel instead of the nature
of the transmit signal statistics.
The OFDM signal is reconstructed after the receipt of
phase and magnitude information in each frame. for 𝑘 𝑡ℎ
subcarrier, 𝑘 ∈ 0,1, … 𝑄 , 𝑠 𝑘 = 𝑟[𝑘]exp
(𝜃[𝑘])
𝑠𝑘

=

=

1

𝑄−1

𝑄 𝑞=0
1

𝑌𝑞 exp

exp ȷ𝑧𝜃 𝑘

𝑣𝑞𝑛

2𝜋
𝑋𝑛 exp ȷ 𝑘𝑞 + 𝑧𝑟 𝑘
𝑁

𝐒 = ℱ𝐬 = 𝑆0 , 𝑆1 , ⋯ , 𝑆𝑄 −1
𝑄−1

=

𝑠 𝑘 exp ȷ
𝑘=𝑜

=

1
𝑄

𝜎𝛺2𝑝 =

−2𝜋
𝑘𝑝
𝑁

𝑄−1 𝑄−1 𝑁−1

𝑣𝑞𝑛 𝑋𝑛 exp ȷ
𝑘=0 𝑞=0 𝑛=0

2𝜋
𝑘(𝑞 − 𝑝) + ȷ𝑧𝜃 𝑘
𝑁

(11)

𝑄

(𝜎𝑔𝑎𝑟

2

+ (𝜎𝑞𝑢𝑟

2

sin 𝜆𝜃

𝜆𝜃

𝐗

= 𝐕 ℋ ℱ𝐬
= 𝐕 ℋ ℱ ℱ ℋ 𝐕𝐗 + 𝐳𝑟 𝚯
= 𝐕 ℋ ℱ𝚯ℱ ℋ 𝐕𝐗 + 𝐕 ℋ ℱ𝐳𝑟 𝚯
= 𝐕 ℋ 𝛡 + 𝐕 ℋ 𝛺𝑝

2

(13)

(14)

Where 𝚯 = exp ȷ𝐳𝜃 , and 𝐳𝜃 = 𝑧0 , 𝑧1 , ⋯ , 𝑧𝑄−1 the
phase noise corrupting the angle component of the PAM
signal. Therefore, the 𝑤 𝑡ℎ element of recovered QAM vector
is given as 𝑋𝑤 = 𝒗∗𝑤 𝐒 = 𝑣𝑤∗ 𝛡 + 𝒗∗𝑤 𝛺𝑝 = 𝑆𝑤 + 𝛺𝑤 .
Similarly, the factor 𝛺𝑤 indicating the second term in the
above expression is the projection of 𝛀𝒑 onto an orthonormal
vector space 𝐕 ℋ ∈ ℂ𝑄×𝑁 ; hence, its variance 𝜎𝛺2𝑤 remains
approximately constant.

+ 𝛺𝑝

The factor 𝛺𝑝 in (11), can be expressed in (12). It
combined the distortion resulting from the phase and
amplitude component as additive noise.
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exp −2 (𝜎𝑔𝑎𝜃

The corrupted QAM signal eventually is retrieved after
decoding by using the complex conjugate of the transpose
precoding matrix 𝐕 ℋ ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑄 , let 𝐗 = 𝑋0 , 𝑋1 , ⋯ , 𝑋𝑁−1
denotes the recovered mapped signal. By using (11), in the
matrix and vectorial notation, the estimated QAM symbols
are extracted by exploiting the orthogonality property of the
OFDM and precoding matrices.

exp ȷ𝑧𝜃 𝑘

For the baseband M-QAM mapped data, IFFT modulated
symbols in the frame 𝒔 = 𝑠 𝑘 𝑄𝑘=0 is then processed with
the transpose of the complex conjugate of the precoding
matrix 𝐕 after the FFT operator ℱ. Demodulating the OFDM
signal 𝐬, the QAM signal vector at the user terminal becomes

𝑆𝑝

𝑘=0

2𝜋
𝑘𝑝
𝑁

It obeys a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
standard deviation 𝜎𝛺 𝑝 formulated in (13) as derived from
[6]. The parameter 𝜆 stands for the quantization resolution of
phase, with 𝐿-bits word length. The variation of the range Δ
for phase is however small. However, it fluctuates in case of
amplitude with different frames.

(10)

𝑄−1 𝑁−1

𝑄 𝑞=0 𝑛=0

ȷ2𝜋
𝑘𝑞 + 𝑧𝑟 𝑘
𝑁

𝑧𝑟 [𝑘]exp ȷ 𝑧𝜃 𝑘 −
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𝑄−1

𝛺𝑤

𝑄−1
∗
𝑣𝑤𝑝

=

𝑧𝑟

2𝜋
−ȷ
𝑘𝑝 −𝑧 𝜃 [𝑘]
[𝑘]𝑒 𝑄

𝑝=0
𝑘=0
𝑄−1 𝑄−1

=
𝑝=0 𝑘=0

(15)

2𝜋
𝑣0𝑝 𝑧𝑟 𝑘 exp −ȷ
(𝑘𝑝 + 𝑤𝑝) − 𝑧𝜃 𝑘
𝑁

minute improvement is noticed. Remarkable reduction in the
BER results from rising the QAM constellation size as
depicted in Fig. 7, which stands opposite the negligible
change as the precoding percentage ɲ grows Fig. 8 or OFDM
subcarrier Fig. 9.

Its variance thus is derived from (13), which follows from
the fact that 𝐕 ℋ being unitary; therefore, its effect vanishes
from the variance.
𝑄−1

𝜎𝛺2𝑤

∗
│𝑣𝑤𝑝
│2 var(𝛺𝑤 )

=
𝑝=0

(16)

≈ 𝜎Ω p
E. Analytical BER Formulation
Analogous to [19], the overall SINR of the demodulated
OFDM symbols simplified becomes,
𝜉=

𝜎𝑦2

𝜎𝑦2 𝔼
𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝔼

ℒ 0
ℒ 𝑖

2
2

+ 𝜎𝛺2𝑤

(17)

Fig. 7. BER variation with respect to MQAM
By setting fixed size for ɲ=15%, and subcarrier count
NFFT=128

Assuming that attenuation is unity, the link behaves in the
form of the regular additive noise channel whereby the
effects of quantization and the Gaussian noise are lumped
together (14). The terms 𝔼 ℒ 𝑖 2 , 𝑖 ∈ 0,1,2, ⋯ , 𝑄 − 1
stands for the scaled inter-symbol interference (ISI) from
other carriers of index 𝑖 ≥ 1.
An approximation of the analytical BER of the VLC
channel is given [7]. However, the simulated performance
deviates from the graph of (18).
BER≈

Md -1
Md log 2

Md

erfc

3ξ
2 Md -1

(18)

IV. RESULTS
The effect of the precoding on both the phase and the
magnitude is compared with uncoded as well as Zadoff Chu
sequence precoding. Software simulation is performed with a
range of QAM constellation varying from 8 to 64. A wide
range of OFDM subcarrier count is also adopted to have
reliable simulation results; so that the outcome on both
performances is established. Two set values targeted for ɲ,
very low {1 2, 3,4,5} and medium {10, 15, 20, 25}.
From the above set of figures, the PAPR reduction
observed in the magnitude transmit power in Fig. 4 is almost
thrice that of the scaling down of the phase counterpart seen
in Fig. 3. As the QAM constellation increases in size, a slight
rise is observed in the maximum reached PAPR over the
CCDF range simulated in Fig. 5. It is fixated around 8𝑑𝐵 for
a probability of 10−3 achieving about 2𝑑𝐵 reduction. A
similar case is valid also for Fig. 6 likewise, an overall
reduction of approximately 2dB at a probability rate of 10−3 .
While there is a small improvement of PAPR for the case of
the ZCM technique seen in both figures.
The BER profiles depict that the effect of the precoding is
insignificant. However, compared to the ZCM scheme, a
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Fig. 8. BER performance for different NFFT
the BER for fixed QAM size and ɲ=15%, in contrast with
ZCM precoded and uncoded OFDM

Fig. 9. BER performance for PTO-OFDM
BER for various precoding ratio over fixed subcarrier
number and QAM size
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Fig. 10. PTO-OFDM vs Hermitian Symmetry OFDM
PTO model is contrasted with DCO-, ACO-OFDM
regarding their BER. Hermitian Optical OFDM either floor at
a given BER or performs behind PTO-OFDM as the energy
per bit increases regardless of the clipping or biasing level
employed
Fig. 10 gives a comparative result of both Hermitian and
PTO-OFDM models. In addition to the improvement seen in
link bandwidth efficiency that is, at least doubling of the data
subcarriers effectiveness, PTO-OFDM preserves enhanced
BER. Table 1 also shows data subcarriers usage of the optical
OFDM and their respective frame length without considering
the guard intervals and cyclic prefix.
The reach a practically significant BER, while increasing
the SNR, the PTO-OFDM, has the advantage of maintaining
and steady improving BER. On the other hand, depending on
the bias level or the clip power, Hermitian optical OFDM
tends toward BER floor. In the case of a DCO-OFDM bias at
7dB, the BER keeps improving as SNR increases but still not
as the PTO [23]
V. CONCLUSION
A new polar based OFDM adapted to the VLC link is
presented in this paper. It allows a simpler design of the
transmit and receipt system by removing the need for a
Hermitian symmetry transform as well as a DC biasing
allowing more bandwidth and power for the valuable
information signal. It addresses only the discrete model of
system and processing. Significant improvement of the
PAPR with minor BER deterioration is achieved at the cost of
a modest augmentation of the OFDM subcarrier relative to
the conventional OFDM setup.
Due to the difference in the nature of the angle and
amplitude distribution, different quantization can be adopted
to improve on the SQNR of the system. Besides, the lack of
DC biasing would allow the use of power-efficient dimming,
supported communication, which constitutes new areas to be
investigated in future works.
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